
Organized case documents help shape the strategy of your case. Unfortunately, 
the sheer volume of case documents has increased. Making it difficult to find 

nections quickly, especially if you’re still relying on paper documents.

With a bird's-eye view of the most important facts, issues, and 
evidence, you can make the right connections to develop the 
best strategy.

Case Notebook allows you to add notes and highlights directly
in the electronic case files. Making it easier to tie those notes and
highlights back to the key facts and issues within your case.

How long does it take to pull together all 
information for a particular issue like 
locating all evidence supporting a claim?

How long does it take to review the key 
facts in your case?

57 minutes
with Case Notebook

282 minutes
without Case Notebook
5x LONGER

47 minutes
with Case Notebook

176 minutes
without Case Notebook
4x LONGER
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Lawyers agree that Case Notebook helps with case strategy.

Strategy

Case Notebook
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Map the comprehensive story of your case. STRATEGY

Efficiency. Strategy. Synergy. The answer is Case Notebook.

WHAT’S ONE OF THE
MAJOR PAIN POINTS OF
WORKING ON A CASE?

of lawyers agree that organizing
case documents to analyze
facts and issues is important

Analyzing a large amount of facts and issues
within a case file to draw connections

96%

agree that Case Notebook helps develop a more 
clear direction for the evidence and key facts.88%

reported reduced costs involved in analyzing all 
the data within cases to determine connections.82%

Visit us at

Your clients trust you with the decisions that matter most. Trust us to provide the technology you need to win for them.

To build a strong argument, you need the ability to piece together 
the right information and map out the story of your case.

In every case, organization is the key to discovering the right facts 
among case documents. But facts alone won’t help you win 
your case. You need tools to help draw connections between 
those facts.  

  thomsonreuters.ca/casenotebook

http://www.carswell.com/case-notebook
www.carswell.com/case-notebook
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